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List of items that make up personal luggage
1. Used or new goods for personal use such as clothing, footwear and personal hygiene and beauty
items that reasonably respond to the duration of the trip and that due to its quantities may not be
used for commercial purposes including a wedding dress and its accessories.
2. Two photographic or video cameras and their accessories and up to 12 rolls of unused film or
videotapes; filmed or developed photographic material.
3. Two mobile phones or pagers.
4. One typewriter; one electronic agenda; one used or new laptop, notebook, omnibook or similar
portable computer. One used or new portable copying machine or printer; one used or new portable
projector including its accessories.
5. Two portable used or new personal sports equipment as long as they can be carried by one person.
6. One used or portable radio or CD player or a portable digital sound player and a portable DVD player
and its accessories including a set of portable speakers.
7. Five laser disks, 10 DVDs, 30 CDs or tapes and 5 data storage devices or memory cards.
8. Used or new books and magazines that due to its quantities may not be used for commercial
purposes.
9. Five toys that can be normally transported by a person, including collection toys and a videogame
console.
10. Arterial pressure and sugar level metering devices as well as medicines for personal use, provided
that you have the prescription in your name for psychotropic drugs.
11. One set of binoculars and a telescope.
12. One musical instrument and its accessories.
13. One used or new tent and one article of camping equipment including their accessories.
14. Up to 3 surfing boards or windsurf boards; four fishing rods and their accessories.
15. Baby travel accessories such as strollers and baby-walkers as well as used or new baby clothes that
due to its quantities may not be used for commercial purposes.
16. One set of tools, provided that they are normally transported by the passenger.
17. Passenger over 18 years old may introduce a maximum of up to 20 packs of cigarettes, 25 cigars or
200 grams of tobacco and up to 3 liters of alcoholic beverages or 3 liters of wine.
18. Handicapped travelers may introduce items for personal use needed to have a better performance
of their activities.
19. Up to 2 dogs or cats may be introduced as well as their accessories, provided that the corresponding
health import certificate issued by Sagarpa is presented to the customs officials.
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